
REKRYTERINGSLOTS DALARNA
We pilot newcomers’ partners to jobs 



Right people to right places
Dalarna is recruiting for the future. One of the major challenges is finding the right 
people for the right jobs. To satisfy both today’s and tomorrow’s needs, companies 
want sustainable recruitment. Thus, it is important that recruitment is considered from 
a wide perspective that includes the entire family of the person being recruited. This is 
where Rekryteringslots Dalarna comes in.

You are a key factor – Your family too
When you have been offered employment in a new location, many pieces have to fall 
into place. Rekryteringslots Dalarna works with all these pieces and, in particular, with 
helping your partner find a suitable job. With the goal that you will both have work, 
we use our network of member companies and other bodies to find good solutions. 
Thanks to our wide network of contacts and local knowledge, we can also provide 
support in looking for accommodation, schools, childcare and other things that are 
important for your family. 
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The member company that recruited you informs  
Rekryteringslots Dalarna.

Within a week, Rekryteringslots Dalarna contacts the person  
moving with you and offers a personal meeting.

To jointly clarify wishes and possibilities, Rekryteringslots Dalarna 
interviews the person.

Job applications, CVs and other relevant documents are put  
together and forwarded to, in the first instance, our member 
companies.

If the person feels that he/she needs help with, for example,  
writing a CV, we will provide good advice.

Open-ended employment contracts, temporary contracts and 
internships are some of the solutions.

Rekryteringslots Dalarna serves as a support and a sounding board 
throughout the process. In order to find an optimum solution, the 
newcomer’s partner must also be active in all stages

Brief details of how it works 
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Eighty percent successful matching
Since 2003, Rekryteringslots Dalarna has been successfully piloting newcomers’ partners 
to jobs or placements with companies in Dalarna. The match rate is 80%! We run our 
operations within the framework of an “economic association”. Large and small member 
companies from wide areas of Dalarna make up our network. Our members’ interests and 
needs are the foundations of our operations. These have collaboration and exchanges of 
knowledge and experience as some of their key concepts.

Feel free to contact us
We consider the entire family. This means that, together, we do everything possible for 
you and your family to feel truly welcome in Dalarna. If you would like to know more 
about what we can do for you, please contact us at 0243-248046 or 0243-248047.  
If you rather want to send us an email the address is info@rekryteringslots.se. 

www.rekryteringslots.se

Follow us @rekryteringslots on LinkedIn, 
Instagram and Facebook

“I am extremely pleased with the help I received 
from Rekryteringslots Dalarna. They have 
developed close collaborations with companies 
and organisations. They are also very aware of 
what jobs are currently available and those that 
are coming up. Of course, it’s extra fun to be 
working and thus giving something back to the 
region.” 
A newcomer’s partner


